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Abstract

In this thesis several sampling methods for Statistical Learning with imbalanced data have

been implemented and evaluated with a new metric, imbalanced accuracy. Several

modifications and new algorithms have been proposed for intelligent sampling: Border

links, Clean Border Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling Modified, DBSCAN

Undersampling, Class Adjusted Jittering, Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling,

DBSCAN Oversampling, Fitted Distribution Oversampling, Random Linear Combinations

Oversampling, Center Repulsion Oversampling.

A set of requirements on a satisfactory performance metric for imbalanced learning

have been formulated and a new metric for evaluating classification performance has been

developed accordingly. The new metric is based on a combination of the worst class

accuracy and geometric mean. 

In the testing framework nonparametric Friedman's test and post hoc Nemenyi’s test

have been used to assess the performance of classifiers, sampling algorithms, combinations

of classifiers and sampling algorithms on several data sets. A new approach of detecting

algorithms with dominating and dominated performance has been proposed with a new way

of visualizing the results in a network.

From experiments on simulated and several real data sets we conclude that: i) different

classifiers are not equally sensitive to sampling algorithms, ii) sampling algorithms have

different performance within specific classifiers, iii) oversampling algorithms perform better

than undersampling algorithms, iv) Random Oversampling and Random Undersampling

outperform many well-known sampling algorithms, v) our proposed algorithms Hierarchical

Cluster Based Oversampling, DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO, and Class Adjusted

Jittering perform much better than other algorithms, vi) a few good combinations of a

classifier and sampling algorithm may boost classification performance, while a few bad

combinations may spoil the performance, but the majority of combinations are not

significantly different in performance.
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background

The last decades have brought a huge development in human knowledge and computational

ability and have embedded computers and automation in all areas of production and

common life. The process of computerizing and automation transforms our world making it

more and more digital with most of operations running automatically with computers and

data flows. The increasing need for automation and more efficient algorithms for data

manipulation, analysis and intelligent usage has been an extremely active research area in

the intersection of computer science and statistics often referred to as machine learning.

However in some areas automation is still not fully developed, especially in tasks of

classification on imbalanced data. Such tasks are very common in disease diagnostics, fraud

detection, quality control, failures prediction, suspicious activities detection and other cases

when there is substantial imbalance between amounts of instances of different classes in the

data. This is between-class imbalance, but the problem of imbalanced learning may take two

other forms: a) within-class imbalance, when predictors have skewed distributions, and

b) imbalanced misclassification costs. 

Imbalanced distributions of predictors might be relevant both for classification and

regression tasks and also for unsupervised learning problems. Imbalanced misclassification

costs take place when losses of incorrect classification substantially differ between classes

and this creates additional constraints in performance evaluation of learning algorithms. In

this thesis we deal with between-classes imbalance leaving the other forms to future work.

Classification with imbalanced data creates hard and nontrivial problems for Statistical

Learning for several reasons: 1) most standard learning algorithms suffer from substantial

decrease in performance as they were designed for balanced data, 2) there is no way to

assess performance of learning algorithms objectively because most well-known

classification performance metrics become inefficient and misleading, 3) there is no

comprehensive theory for Statistical Learning with imbalanced data, and there is no

theoretically motivated way to solve it.
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Several general approaches have been proposed to attack the problem of imbalanced

learning: sampling methods, cost-sensitive methods, and special assembling methods.

Sampling methods try to balance skewed distribution of classes by creating new

instances of minor classes (oversampling) or deleting instances of major classes

(undersampling) using some logic. 

Well-known undersampling methods are Random Undersampling [31], Condensed

Nearest Neighbor Rule [29], One-sided Undersampling [36], NearMiss Undersampling [44],

and Cluster Based Undersampling [67]. Undersampling methods have the advantage of

decreasing the amount of data which is good for learning with large data sets, however by

deleting many instances of major classes we lose information and classification performance

may decrease. A second drawback of many undersampling methods is that they are designed

for a binary case and a proper extension for the multi-class case is not always possible.

Well-known oversampling methods are Random Oversampling [31], Synthetic Minority

Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [8], Borderline-SMOTE [27], Adaptive Synthetic

Sampling (ADASYN) [32], and Cluster Based Oversampling (CBO) [34].

Oversampling methods are in general easily extendable to a multi-class case since each

minor class is oversampled separately, it is a beneficial to have all data for learning. The way

of new instances generation in oversampling may influence learning performance. Random

Oversampling clones instances of minor classes, but in SMOTE, Borderline-SMOTE,

ADASYN and CBO new instances are created by random linear combinations of

existing instances.    

There have also been proposed data cleaning methods which might be combined with

oversampling or undersampling methods. Well-known data cleaning methods are Tomek

links [60] and Neighborhood Cleaning Rule algorithm [39]. Data cleaning methods used to

delete noise and border instances between classes may improve the performance of

learning algorithms.  

Cost-sensitive methods use a cost matrix with different misclassification costs for each

class [17, 59] and try to minimize misclassification costs during learning instead of

maximizing accuracy. Three types of cost-sensitive learning approaches might be

distinguished [31, 30]: 
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1. Weighting instances of a data set with different misclassification costs [68]. These are

basically cost-sensitive sampling methods where instances with higher

misclassification costs are more likely to be selected. 

2. Modification of learning algorithms to incorporate cost-sensitivity paradigm, for

instance by changing optimized cost-function, thresholds in prediction scores,

probabilities of predicted classes. The modifications are specific for each learning

algorithm; there are for example cost-sensitive Decision Trees [17, 43], cost-sensitive

Neural Networks [37, 69], cost-sensitive Bayesian classifiers [15, 65], cost-sensitive

SVM [25, 52, 38] and others.   

3. Incorporation of cost-minimizing criteria into ensemble methods with standard

learning algorithms. These methods become cost-sensitive because of special

ensemble constructions, for instance the Metacost framework [16]. Many cost-

sensitive ensemble methods have been proposed in the literature: AdaC1, AdaC2,

AdaC3 [57], AdaCost [20], CBS1, CBS2 [58], AsymBoost [61], Linear Asymmetric

Classifier [66], and Asymmetric Boosting [46].

Existing algorithms for imbalanced learning might be improved by ensemble methods.

Ensemble methods use an assembly of weak learners which are trained on subsets of data

with subsequent aggregation of predictions by averaging, voting or stacking. 

Ensemble methods can naturally attack some of the drawbacks of sampling methods. A

loss of data in undersampling can be restored by running several weak learners on different

subsets of data. Ensemble methods of such kind include Chan and Stolfo’s method [7],

EasyEnsemble, BalanceCascade [42], and UnderBagging [18]. On the other side of the

spectrum, the drawback of data replicating in oversampling can be eliminated by intelligent

generation of synthetic instances with ensemble methods like in DataBoost-IM [26],

SMOTEBoost [9]. Ensemble methods for imbalanced learning can be grouped into bagging

methods, boosting methods, and hybrid methods [31]. 

Bagging methods use different balanced samples of training data to fit independent

classifiers in parallel and combine predictions by voting or stacking. Representatives of

bagging methods for imbalanced learning are UnderBagging, OverBagging,

SMOTEBagging [62], Chan and Stolfo’s method [7], and Balanced Random Forests [10].
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Boosting methods extend the AdaBoost algorithm [22, 21] to the problem of imbalanced

learning. They pay more attention to examples of minor class or examples which are hard to

classify by giving them higher weights on each boosting round. Representatives of boosting

approach are SMOTEBoost [9], RUSBoost [54], and DataBoost-IM [26].

Hybrid methods combine different ensemble approaches at some stage, for example

using one method to deal with imbalanced data and another method for training weak

learners and aggregation. Representatives of hybrid methods are MultiBoosting [63, 64],

EasyEnsemble, and BalanceCascade [19].

In addition to the above listed approaches and methods, there are many other algorithms

and modifications in literature, specific for each classifier.  

1.2. Objective

The goal of this work is to implement well-known methods of Statistical Learning with

imbalanced data and to test their performance with a new metric, imbalanced accuracy.

Several methods for intelligent sampling are assessed and compared. We consider the task of

supervised learning in classification problems and use several standard classification

algorithms for testing, focusing on multi-class generalization. The aim of the thesis is to

learn in a systematic rigorous way which methods perform best and which methods should

be avoided for imbalanced learning.

The stated goal is highly challenging for several reasons: 1) there is no statistical theory

of imbalanced learning and most developments in this area are heuristic in nature, 2) there is

no unified approach for testing methods for imbalanced learning, 3) there is no widely

accepted metric which objectively measures performance of classification algorithms.

Achieving the goal requires a profound study of scientific literature to understand the

drawbacks and advantages of existing methods, metrics and testing frameworks. We

formulate a set of requirements on a satisfactory performance metric and develop a new

metric accordingly. It is also crucial to build a testing framework which helps to assess

learning methods objectively. Then we need to implement methods of imbalanced learning

and run them on testing data sets in the testing framework. We also propose new algorithms

for imbalanced learning and test them as well. Finally we take care of devising tools for

interpretation and visualization of the results. 
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The structure of the thesis is as follows. After surveying the existing methods and

defining the goal of the work in Chapter 1, we move to a brief description of the data sets

used for testing in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we describe the implemented methods for

imbalanced learning, propose a new metric and a new testing framework. In Chapter 4 we

analyze the obtained results which are then discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions are

gathered in Chapter 6.
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2. Data

In this thesis we use ten data sets from different domains from the UCI Machine Learning

Repository [3] to assess the performance of the compared classification algorithms. The

chosen datasets are comparatively small for computational efficiency, have unbalanced

classes distribution and include binary and multi-class cases. We have also generated four

additional data sets with different level of imbalance for visualization purposes. Descriptions

of the chosen datasets can be found in Table 1 and in the following notes.

The preprocessing of each data set had the following structure. Small classes with less

than 50 instances were deleted because we need to run cross-validation and keep an

acceptable number of class instances in each run. Categorical predictors were transformed to

dummy variables. Almost constant variables with variance less than 0.01 were deleted

because they carry no information and make computations unstable. All predictors were

subsequently scaled to zero mean and unit variance and transformed with PCA for noise

reduction and multicollinearity elimination. For each data set we have selected the number

of Principal Components which explain 95% of the total variance. PCA was applied to the

whole data set before the training-test split used in the cross-validation exercises.    

Yeast data set [3, 47, 48] was designed for predicting categorical Localization site of

protein using real numeric predictors. Four small minor classes with size less than 50

were deleted. 

Car Evaluation data set was created from a hierarchical decision model for the

demonstration of the Expert system for decision making [3, 5, 70]. A categorical target

variable is to be predicted using six categorical predictors.

Seismic-Bumps data set [3, 55] was used to classify increased seismic activities into

hazardous and non-hazardous classes using real numerical predictors.  

QSAR Biodegradation data set [3, 45] was created to develop QSAR (Quantitative

Structure Activity Relationships) models to analyze relationships between chemical structure

and biodegradation of molecules. The target variable is binary categorical and predictors

are 41 numeric molecular descriptors.
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Table 1: Testing data sets description.
Columns: name of a data set, number of instances, number of attributes, 

type of attributes, the final number of principal components, the number of target classes, 
the balance ratio between classes. 

# Data set Instances Attributes Attr. Type PC  Classes Balance 

1 Yeast 1350 8 Real 4 5 1:3:5:8:9 

2 Car Evaluation 1728 6 Categorical 13 4 1:1:6:19 

3 Seismic-Bumps 2584 19 Real 11 2 1:14

4 QSAR 1055 41 Integer, Real 22 2 1:2

5 Red Wine 1571 12 Real 8 4 1:4:12:13

6 German Credit 1000 20
Categorical,

Integer
37 2 1:2

7
Student Alcohol 
Consumption

1044 33
Categorical,

Integer
34 5 1:2:3:3:5

8 Cardiotocography 2126 23 Real 13 3 1:2:9

9 Wilt 4339 5 Real 4 2 1:58

10
Contraceptive
Method Choice

1473 9
Categorical,

Integer
13 3 1:1:2

11 Synthetic 1 1400 2 Real 2 3 1:3:10

12 Synthetic 2 2600 2 Real 2 3 1:5:20

13 Synthetic 3 3800 2 Real 2 3 1:7:30

14 Synthetic 4 5100 2 Real 2 3 1:10:40
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Red Wine Quality data set [3, 13] was designed to predict categorical sensory variable

(red wine quality) on bases of physiochemical real numeric variables. Two small minor

classes with size less than 50 were deleted.

Statlog German Credit Data data set [3] was provided to classify binary categorical

credit risk by using categorial and numeric attributes of people taking a loan. 

Student Alcohol Consumption data set [3, 12] was designed to predict the level of

alcohol consumption based on student’s social, gender and study attributes. Two students

data sets from Math and Portuguese language courses were combined with adding

a binary pointer.

Cardiotocography data set [3, 2] is built on fetal cardiotocograms with measured

diagnostic features as real numbers to predict a categorical fetal state (N, S, P).

Wilt data set [3, 35] was created in remote sensing study to detect diseased trees in

Quickbird imagery. We have used only a training data set.

Contraceptive Method Choice data set [31, 41] was taken from 1987 National

Indonesia Contraceptive Prevalence Survey and used to predict a categorical contraceptive

method choice by using women demographic and socio-economic attributes.  

Synthetic data sets were generated from a Bivariate Normal with a different level of

imbalance. The middle class was generated in two clusters to make classification harder. A

visualization of created synthetic data sets is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Synthetic data sets for testing.
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3. Methods

3.1. Sampling Techniques for Imbalanced Learning

The main goal of sampling techniques is to balance sizes of classes in the training data set.

This goal can be achieved by sampling with two general approaches: to decrease the size of

the major class down to the size of the minor class (undersampling), or to increase the size of

the minor class up to the size of the major class (oversampling). Some of the sampling

techniques are created for class border and noise cleaning, in several balancing algorithms

they are used in combination with other sampling methods to improve performance.

Sampling techniques for data balancing have an advantage as they can be used in

combination with any learning algorithm.

The performance of the sampling technique may be assessed by the following criteria:

• how computationally expensive it is,

• how much distortion it brings to the distribution of the data set,

• how suitable it is for a multi-class generalization,

• how good it is for learning combined with different learning algorithms.

3.1.1. Border and Noise Cleaning Techniques

Tomek links [60] is a method of border and noise cleaning. Two data points A and B are

Tomek linked if: (i) A is the nearest neighbor of B, (ii) B is the nearest neighbor of A, and

(iii) A and B belong to different classes [31]. Such a definition confirms that Tomek links are

either boundary or noisy points. The algorithm is easily extendable to the multi-class case

but its computational complexity is O(n2) because it is needed to find the nearest neighbors

of each point in the data set. Also the number of found links is limited because many

candidate pairs will be broken by the nearest neighbors from the same class, as it shown in

Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Comparing Tomek link and Border link definitions.
According to the Tomek link definition a candidate link 

will be broken by the nearest neighbors of the same class. 
This is not the case for the Border link definition.

The above mentioned drawbacks of Tomek links might be solved by a new approach

where we consider only pairs of points of different classes. Firstly, we select links from each

point of a minor class to the closest point of the major class. Secondly, we investigate

selected links and for each point of the major class we take the shortest link from the group

of its links to the minor class points. The proposed Border links algorithm has the following

advantages compared to Tomek links: 1) higher efficiency in finding more links, and

2) higher computational efficiency because there is no need to compute distances between

points of the same class. 

In any data set there is a finite number of Tomek links, so many noisy and border points

will not be cleaned after all iterations. The number of Border links is finite only in each

iteration, so we can clean all noisy and border points iteratively.

The computational complexity of Border links is O(m⋅n) ,  where m is the size of

minor class, n is the size of major class, and m<n. A visualization of Tomek and Border

links is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Comparing Tomek  and Border links. 
Links are shown as black segments.

Using Border links we propose the Clean Border Undersampling algorithm which

iteratively finds Border links and delete the linked observations from the major class. The

intuition of this algorithm is following: if we are to delete points from the major class by

undersampling we may be better off deleting noise and observations on the border. 

__________________________________________________________________________

Clean Border Undersampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

Repeat until stopping criterion is satisfied:

     1. Find Border links from points of the minor class to points of the major class.

     2. Delete the linked observations from the major class.

                                                                                                                                                    

As a stopping criterion we propose to compare the mean distance of found links against

the limiting distance between 1-nearest neighbor points within the minor class. 

The limiting distance = mean (distance between 1-nearest neighbor points within the

minor class) + 2 (standard deviation of distance between 1-nearest neighbor points within

the minor class). 

Another way of computing limiting distance is to find the 0.05 or 0.1 quantile of

distances between points of minor class. The idea is to stop when Border links are on

average longer than average distance between members of a minor class. 
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Another stopping criterion for balancing may be a fraction of deleted points from the

major class, in this case Clean border becomes a full-fledged undersampling technique.

We propose to extend Clean Border Undersampling to multi-class case by the cascade

approach, where we sort classes by size, start with the two biggest classes, merge them and

go to compare against the next smaller class. Clean Border Undersampling is illustrated in

Figure A1 in Appendix.

__________________________________________________________________________

Multi-Class Clean Border Undersampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

A. Sort classes by size decreasingly and mark all classes unvisited.

B. Select the largest class and mark it visited.

C. Repeat until all classes are visited:

     1. Select the next class by order as the minor class.

     2. Combine all visited classes to a single major class.

     3. Apply Clean Border Undersampling to the selected minor and major classes.

     4. Mark current minor class as visited.

                                                                                                                                                                 

Neighborhood Cleaning Rule algorithm [39] was created for the binary case, it cleans

border and noise by deleting wrong points among 3-nearest neighbors. This algorithm seems

simple but performs very well. Its computational complexity is O(n2) because it is

necessary to find the nearest neighbors for each point. 

We propose a cascade approach for multi-class extension of Neighborhood Cleaning

Rule. A visualization of Neighborhood Cleaning Rule is shown in Figure A2 in Appendix.

__________________________________________________________________________

Multi-Class Neighborhood Cleaning Rule Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

A. Sort classes by size decreasingly and mark all classes unvisited.

B. Select the largest major class and mark it visited.

C. Repeat until all classes are visited:

     1. Select the next class by order as the minor class.
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     2. Combine all visited classes to a single major class.

     3. Apply Neighborhood Cleaning Rule to the selected minor and major classes.

     4. Mark current minor class as visited. 

                                                                                                                                                  

3.1.2. Undersampling Techniques

Random Undersampling [31] is a computationally cheap base-line method that naturally

extends to the multi-class case and brings no distortion to a class distribution. In Random

Undersampling we consistently undersample each major class down to the size of the

smallest minor class by a random selection of major class instances. A visualization of

Random Undersampling shown in Figure A3 in Appendix. 

Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule [29] is created for the binary case. It is an

undersampling algorithm which deletes points of the major class around a randomly chosen

point. Starting with original data set S, we create an initial undersampled data set C with

only the minor class and one random point from the major class. Then we classify S

by 1-nearest neighbor classifier using the points in C and move all misclassified examples

of S into C. 

The complexity of this algorithm is O(m⋅n) where m is the size of the minor class

and n is the size of the major class. This algorithm has a drawback created by the random

initialization, where sometimes a chosen point appears on the border of the major class and

deleted points distort the data distribution in an unexpected way. We propose to use a medoid

of the major class as a starting point.  

One-Sided Undersampling [36] is a combination of Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule

in the first stage and Tomek links in the second stage. We propose to use the medoid start

instead of random start and Border links instead of Tomek links to improve the performance

of this algorithm. A visualization of One-Sided Undersampling is shown in Figure A4 in

Appendix. 
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_________________________________________________________________________

Multi-Class One-Sided Undersampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                  

A. Create an output set S.

B. Sort classes by size decreasingly and mark all unvisited.

C. Select the largest class and mark it visited.

D. Repeat until all classes are visited:

     1. Select the next class by order as the minor class.

     2. Combine all visited classes to a single major class.

     3. Apply One-Sided Undersampling to the selected minor and combined major.

     4. Add output of step 3 to S.

     5. Mark current minor class as visited.

E. Delete doubled points from S and return it.

                                                                                                                                                          

Because of intrinsic constraints of binary Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule algorithm a

multi-class extension of One-Sided Undersampling is possible by undersampling the largest 

class, leaving smaller classes as they are. 

NearMiss Undersampling [44] is a binary undersampling algorithm which uses

average distances between a given point and the nearest or farthest points of an opposite

class. There are four variants of the NearMiss approach. In NearMiss-1 we need to select the

major class points up to given percentage of the major class size, which are close to some of

the minor class points. This means to select major class points with the smallest average

distance to the three closest points from the minor class. In NearMiss-2 we need to select the

major class points up to given percentage of the major class size, which are close to all

points of the minor class. This means to select the major class points with the smallest

average distance to the three farthest points from the minor class. In NearMiss-3 for each

minor class point we need to select a given number of the closest major class points. In most

distant negative points (NearMiss-4) we need to select the major class points (up to given

percentage of total) with the largest average distance to the three closest points of the

minor class.
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For multi-class extension we propose the same cascade algorithm as for One-Sided

Undersampling. It undersamples only the largest major class because of intrinsic constraints

of binary NearMiss algorithm. NearMiss technique highly distorts a distribution of the major

class, also NearMiss-4 has no meaning in the multi-class case. A visualization of NearMiss

Undersampling is shown in Figure A5 in Appendix. 

Cluster Based Undersampling algorithm for the binary case [67] tries to preserve the

majority class distribution and samples different number of major class points from each

data cluster. After clustering by some method the number of randomly selected major class

points from each cluster is determined by a normalized ratio between major and minor class

points in the cluster. The algorithm works rather well and does not distort the distribution of

the major class. A visualization of Cluster Based Undersampling shown in Figure A6

in Appendix.

We propose a way of selection of number of clusters by keeping a required cluster size

(minimum number of points in each cluster) which should be supplied as a parameter. Then

hierarchical clustering is applied and we cut the cluster dendogram in a way to have

maximum possible number of clusters which keep the required cluster size. The Complexity

of this approach is O(n2) .

For a multi-class extension of Cluster Based Undersampling we propose the one-to-

smallest approach.

__________________________________________________________________________

Multi-Class Cluster Based Undersampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

A. Create an output set S.

B. Select the smallest minor class and put it into S.

C. Repeat until all major classes are visited:

     1. Select the next major class.

     2. Apply Cluster Based Undersampling to the smallest minor and current major class.

     3. Add output of step 2 to S. 

     4. Mark current major class as visited.
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DBSCAN Undersampling is the next proposed clustering based undersampling

algorithm. DBSCAN clustering [19] is fast as O(n) and it detects outliers which can be

used for the border and noise cleaning as it is shown in Figure 4. 

The radius of the neighborhood parameter can be found as a quantile of within class

distances. This needs to compute and sort distances of the class points which is costly, so for

the big size major classes it is possible to sample a small portion of instances for this task. 

A visualization of DBSCAN Undersampling shown in Figure A7 in Appendix.

Figure 4: Outliers detected by DBSCAN.

__________________________________________________________________________

DBSCAN Undersampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

For each class: 

     A. Compute the radius of neighborhood as quantile of within class distances. 

     B. Run DBSCAN with the found radius of neighborhood and delete outliers. 

     C. If current class is major then:

          For each cluster: 

               1. Find number of points to select from the cluster.

               2. Find the cluster center and distances from cluster points to the center. 

               3. Select cluster points with probability proportional to center distances.
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3.1.3. Oversampling Techniques

Random Oversampling [31] is a base line method in which we oversample all minor

classes with random selection of points up to the number of points in the largest major class.

The method has several advantages: low computational complexity, no distortion to minor

classes distributions, and natural generalization to the multi-class case. However the method

has a drawback, we get many instances with the same points which may not be good for

some learning algorithms.

Class Adjusted Jittering aims to solve the problem with repetitive instances of Random

Oversampling by adding noise to sampled points of the minor classes. We propose to use

Multivariate Normal uncorrelated noise and to supply the required level of noise as a

parameter. For each minor class we set the noise level as a percentage of the standard

deviations of the predictors and put found variances into a diagonal covariance matrix for a

Multivariate Normal random number generator. Zero level of the noise is equivalent to the

Random Oversampling algorithm. A visualization of Random Oversampling and Class

Adjusted Jittering is shown in Figure A8 in Appendix.

The proposed method has the advantage of restoring spherical minor class distributions.

However, it has also drawbacks: heavy computations, expanding minor classes regions,

outliers get enlarged in number and become regions. To reduce the disadvantages we can

tune the noise level and preliminary delete outliers of minor classes from the data.

Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [8] is a widely used multi-

class case algorithm. Here, for each point of the minor class it randomly selects a target point

from k-nearest neighbors within the minor class and creates a new point as a random linear

combination between initial and target points: 

new point = initial point + (target point – initial point) · random uniform number.

SMOTE has some drawbacks: firstly, its computational complexity is quadratic in the

size of the minor class because of the k-nearest neighbors search. Secondly, selecting target

points from the nearest neighbors creates serious distortion of the minor class distribution

because some points will never be selected as targets; also, new points are generated as
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edges of a graph but not in the middle of the distribution. A visualization of SMOTE is

shown in Figure A9 in Appendix. 

We propose three solutions to the problem with SMOTE mentioned above. Differences

between SMOTE and the proposed methods are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Comparing oversampling methods.

The first approach is Random Linear Combinations Oversampling (RALCO), it

generates random linear combinations for all possible pairs of initial points. This approach

has linear complexity to the minor class size. 
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The second approach is Center Repulsion Oversampling (CRO), it finds a class

(cluster) center and generates linear combinations to target points which are being selected

with probability proportional to the distance from class (cluster) center. The complexity of

this approach is also linear to the minor class size. 

The third approach is Fitted Distribution Oversampling (FDO), it fits a distribution to

the class (cluster) and samples from the fitted distribution. We used a Multivariate Normal

distribution with a sampling complexity of O(m3) and it is practical only for small data sets.

Borderline-SMOTE algorithm [27] creates new points as linear combinations of the

borderline minor class points. The method was designed for the binary case but we have

extended it for the multi-class problem. A visualization of Borderline-SMOTE is shown in

Figure A10 in Appendix.

The logic is to generate new points which are close to the border. We have found some

drawbacks of the algorithm: 1) low computational efficiency because of k-nearest neighbors

to the minor class from the whole data set, 2) a substantial distortion of the minor classes

distributions, even more than with pure SMOTE, 3) a generation of new points has the same

drawbacks as the SMOTE method mentioned above. 

__________________________________________________________________________

Multi-Class Borderline-SMOTE Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

For each minor class:

1. Define the number of points to generate up to the largest class size.

2. Find k-nearest neighbors for points of current class from the whole data set. 

3. Initialize danger set D and put there all borderline points. They are points of

current class which i) have at least one point from a current class among k-nearest

neighbors, and ii) have less than k/2 points of the current class among k-nearest

neighbors.

4. SMOTE danger set D.

                                                                                                                                                    

Adaptive Synthetic Sampling (ADASYN) oversampling algorithm [32] for the multi-

class case creates points adaptively to minor classes distributions. It uses SMOTE to
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generate different number of points for each minor class point. The algorithm is not

computationally efficient because it computes the nearest neighbors twice, firstly for the

whole data to find a number of points to generate, and secondly within each minor class for

SMOTE. Also, it has intrinsic drawbacks of SMOTE. A visualization of ADASYN is shown

in Figure A11 in Appendix.

Cluster Based Oversampling (CBO) [34] for the multi-class case creates new points in

the major and minor classes solving within-class and between-class balancing problems.

Initially, each class is clustered with k-means clustering, then new points are generated in

each cluster up to the size of the largest cluster in the largest major class. This means that we

oversample both major and minor classes. Generating new points in each cluster is processed

by Random Oversampling or SMOTE method. A visualization of Cluster Based

Oversampling is shown in Figure A12 in Appendix. 

Potential weaknesses of this approach are:

• it makes all classes and their clusters uniformly distributed,

• it oversamples all major and minor classes which is not computationally efficient,

• clustering with k-means requires the number of clusters as a parameter,

• SMOTE has its drawbacks, as discussed above.

As a response to the drawbacks of Cluster Based oversampling we propose

Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (HCBO) algorithm with another way of

clustering and points generation. Instead of k-means we propose to use hierarchical

clustering of minor classes with keeping required cluster size, this defines clusters

automatically. Then we balance minor classes up to the largest major class by generating

points in each cluster according to cluster distributions. For points generation we propose to

use all possible pairs of points within the cluster and their random linear combinations. 

_________________________________________________________________________

Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                  

For each minor class:

     A. Compute required number of new points to generate.

     B. Cluster with hierarchical clustering keeping required minimum cluster size.

     C. For each cluster:
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          1. Find the number of points to generate as a ratio of the cluster size to the size of

          current class, multiplied by the required number of points to generate for the 

      current class.

          2. Generate given number of points by RALCO.

                                                                                                                                                   

We have found several benefits of the modified algorithm: it creates less distortion in

minor classes distributions, it is faster and overcomes the problems with SMOTE. However,

the algorithm has a drawback, outliers in clusters create new regions which do not actually

exist in the data. A visualization of Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling is shown in

Figure A13 in Appendix.

DBSCAN Oversampling algorithm is the next proposed clustering based algorithm. It

is similar to DBSCAN Undersampling in stages A and B, but after that for clusters of minor

classes the chosen oversampling method is applied. Methods proposed: RALCO, FDO, and

CRO. A visualization of DBSCAN Oversampling is shown in Figure A14 in Appendix.

__________________________________________________________________________

DBSCAN Oversampling Algorithm

                                                                                                                                                    

For each class: 

A. Compute the radius of neighborhood as quantile of within-class distances. 

B. Run DBSCAN clustering with found radius of neighborhood and delete outliers. 

C. If the current class is minor then:

          For each cluster: 

     1. Find a number of points to generate from the cluster.

     2. Generate new points by a chosen method.

                                                                                                                                                   

3.2. Performance Metric for Imbalanced Learning

The lack of good classification algorithms performance metric is the most important and

unsolved problem of statistical learning with imbalanced data. There are many metrics

which perform well for classification in balanced data but they start to behave in a strange
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and counterintuitive way when the data becomes unbalanced. Absence of a good metric

creates a common situation when the same algorithm shows the best performance according

to one metric and the worst performance by another one. This lack of a commonly agreed

upon metric, and the use of widely differing metrics in the literature, contribute to the lack of

agreement on good methods for handling unbalanced data. 

In this work we propose a new performance metric suitable for assessing algorithms in

imbalanced learning. Firstly we need to set requirements on a metric describing what the

metric should be and how it should behave. So we set the following requirements for a

performance metric, it should: 

• have logic to define what is comparatively better performance,

• clearly show performance independently of level of data imbalance,

• be the same for binary and multi-class cases,

• be simple to understand and interpret,

• be one number metric ideally, 

• be easy to compute, 

• be easy to compare. 

In the proposed approach we begin with the confusion matrix and compute accuracies

separately for each class. Then we find two metrics: the worst class accuracy and geometric

mean, and combine them into one performance measure. This approach is explained with an

example in Table 2.

Table 2: Confusion matrix of hypothetic classifier

PREDICTED
Sum

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

TRUE

Class 1 100 20 30 150

Class 2 45 50 12 107

Class 3 23 44 10 77

Accuracy (Class 1) = 100 / 150 = 0.67

Accuracy (Class 2) = 50 / 107 = 0.47

Accuracy (Class 3) = 10 / 77 = 0.13
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Worst class accuracy = min(0.67, 0.47, 0.13) = 0.13

Geometric mean = (0.67 · 0.47 · 0.13)1/3 = 0.34

The logic we require is the following. We care about classification accuracies for each

class separately and accuracy of the smallest minor class has top priority for us. Secondly,

we care about a range of accuracies between the best and worst classes and we want this

range to be small. 

The logic can be explained with an example. If we have two classifiers for three classes

and the sorted accuracies of the classes are (0.3, 0.4, 0.5) and (0.2, 0.9, 0.9) then the first

classifier is dominating for us because it has higher worst class accuracy. And in case

of (0.3, 0.3, 0.6) and (0.3, 0.4, 0.6) the second is dominating because it classifies one of the

classes better having all other classes unchangeable.

According to this logic the worst class accuracy is the first candidate to check. This

metric focuses on the efficiency of classification algorithm in the worst case. However, the

metric is not able to distinct a dominating classifier in the case of (0.3, 0.4, 0.5)

and (0.3, 0.4, 0.9), so we need an additional metric to measure the average accuracy among

all classes.

A good candidate to measure the average accuracy among all classes is the geometric

mean [36]. It has a nice complementary property of balancing accuracies to a limited extent.

We can combine the worst class accuracy and geometric mean together and look at this

combination as a point in a unit square. Both of these metrics take values in the range [0, 1],

so the worst classifier is the origin point (0, 0) and the ideal classifier is the farthest diagonal

point (1, 1). 

We can compare different classifiers by the Euclidian distance from the origin and for

conveniency we can normalize the distances into the interval [0, 1] dividing them by the

maximum possible distance √2 .  In this approach a dominating classifier has a greater

distance from the origin with range of possible distances in [0, 1].

Unfortunately, this combined metric does not produce perfect results because the

geometric mean outperforms the worst class accuracy. For instance, in the case

of (0.2, 0.9, 0.9) and (0.3, 0.4, 0.5) it shows that the first classifier is dominating. To fix this

problem we need to assign additional importance weights (w1,w2) on the metric components
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saying, for instance, that the worst class accuracy is twice as important for us than the

geometric mean. In our framework it means that we rescale the metric components’ values

and coordinates to the range [0,w1] for the worst class accuracy and to the range [0 ,w2] for

the geometric mean and normalize Euclidian distances dividing them by the maximum

distance √w12+w22 .  Demonstration of the proposed metric with importance weights

w=(0.67,0.33) is shown in Table 3 and Figure 6.

Table 3: Columns are accuracies of three classes, best class accuracy, 
worst class accuracy, geometric mean, and imbalanced accuracy. 

Each row represents performance of hypothetic classifier.
 

Classifier acc1 acc2 acc3 best worst gmean imacc

1 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.330 0.330

2 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.30 0.391 0.320

3 0.20 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.20 0.545 0.300

4 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.695 0.620

5 0.55 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.55 0.814 0.611

Figure 6: Imbalanced accuracy for classifiers in Table 3.

The imbalanced accuracy metric may take values in the interval [0, 1]. Since the

geometric mean can not be less than the worst class accuracy, any classifier point on the plot

will be in the upper triangle above the diagonal between the worst and ideal points, (0, 0)
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and (1, 1) respectively. Points which are more distant from the diagonal have a geometric

mean much higher than the worst class accuracy, this means that the classification accuracy

for these classifiers is less balanced among classes. The classifier points may be projected on

the diagonal and the length of the segment between the classifier point and the diagonal

shows the level of imbalance of classification accuracy among classes.

The proposed imbalanced accuracy metric fulfills all stated requirements. It has logic of

comparing classifiers, clearly shows performance for all levels of data imbalance by

adjustment of importance weights, works both for the binary and multi-class cases, it is

simple to understand, interpret and visualize, it is a one number metric which is easy to

compute and easy to compare since the numeric values are in the range [0, 1].

3.3. Testing Framework

We developed a testing framework for automated statistical testing of the difference in

performance of sampling and classification algorithms on synthetic and real data sets. 

Each of the data sets was preprocessed and split by 3-fold cross-validation. The number

of cross-validation folds was defined to make sure that we had enough instances of minor

classes in each cross-validation fold. 

For each cross-validated fold sixteen sampling algorithms were applied (Table 4) and

their outputs were stored as separate training sets. For each training set seven classification

algorithms were applied with predictions on the test set (Table 5). 

Predictions were evaluated by computing the imbalanced accuracy metric. Metric values

were averaged for each triple Data set – Sampling algorithm – Classification algorithm over

cross-validation folds. All in all, the seven classification algorithms, 16 sampling algorithms

and 14 initial data sets give us a total of 1666 prediction performance metrics to be analyzed.

We aim to answer the following four main questions from our prediction evaluation:

1. Is the performance of different classification algorithms the same for all data sets? If

not, which classification algorithms perform better than others and which worse?

2. Is the performance of different sampling algorithms the same for all initial data sets

and all classification algorithms? If not, which sampling algorithms perform better

than others and which worse?
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3. Is the performance of different pairs of sampling algorithm and classification

algorithm the same for all initial data sets? If not, which pairs of sampling algorithm

and classification algorithm perform better than others and which worse?

4. Is the performance of different sampling algorithms the same for all initial data sets

and each specific classification algorithm? If not, which sampling algorithms perform

better than others and which worse?

Table 4: Sampling algorithms for testing

# Sampling algorithm Parameters

1 Random Undersampling -

2 One-Sided Undersampling Random start, Tomek links

3 One-Sided Undersampling, modified Medoid start, Border links

4 NearMiss Undersampling Method = 1

5 Cluster Based Undersampling Cluster size = dataset size / 10

6 DBSCAN Undersampling MinPoints = 3, 0.05–quantile for the major class, 
0.1–quantile for minor classes

7 Random Oversampling -

8 Class Adjusted Jittering Noise level = 0.05

9 SMOTE Number of the nearest neighbors = 5 

10 Borderline-SMOTE Number of the nearest neighbors = 5

11 ADASYN Number of the nearest neighbors = 5

12 Cluster Based Oversampling Number of clusters = 3, 
Number of the nearest neighbors = 3

13 Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling Cluster size = dataset size / 10

14 DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO MinPoints = 3, 0.05–quantile for the major class, 
0.1–quantile for minor classes

15 DBSCAN Oversampling with RALCO MinPoints = 3, 0.05–quantile for the major class, 
0.1–quantile for minor classes

16 DBSCAN Oversampling with CRO MinPoints = 3, 0.05–quantile for the major class, 
0.1–quantile for minor classes
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Table 5: Classification algorithms for testing

# Classification algorithm R-package Parameters

1 Naive Bayes e1071 Default

2 Classification Trees party Default

3 Neural Network nnet Default

4 Random Forest randomForest Number of trees = 50, proximity = FALSE

5 Support Vector Machines kernlab Default

6 K-Nearest Neighbors class Number of the nearest neighbors = 5

7 Extreme Gradient Boosting xgboost Number of rounds = 100

We are also interested in the performance of the proposed sampling algorithms, and how

their performance compares to that of existing sampling algorithms. 

The general approach we used for answering stated questions is as follows. We first

group metric values according to a specific question and apply a nonparametric Friedman’s

rank sum test to see if there are significant differences between groups overall [23, 24]. In a

case of significant difference between groups we apply post hoc nonparametric Nemenyi’s

pairwise multiple comparison test to see which pairs of groups are significantly

different [14, 51]. We subsequently select significantly different pairs of groups and compute

the mean imbalanced accuracy for each group to return all ordered pairs with a

significant difference. 

For comparing the performance of classification algorithms we used all sampled and

initial data sets and grouped metric values by classification algorithms. This gives us seven

groups to compare and 238 metric values from 14 initial and 224 sampled data sets for

each group.  

For comparing sampling algorithms we grouped metric values by sampling algorithms.

This gives us 16 groups to compare and 98 metric values for each combination of 14 initial

data sets and seven classification algorithms for each group. 

For comparing combinations of sampling algorithms and classifiers we grouped metric

values by combinations of sampling algorithms and classification algorithms. This gives us

119 groups to compare and 14 metric values according to a number of initial data sets for

each group. 
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For comparing sampling algorithms within classifiers we selected each classifier and

grouped its metric values by sampling algorithms. This gives us 17 groups to compare

from 14 initial data sets for each group.

Note that the metric values we operate on are averaged over the three cross-

validation folds.

Having pairwise relations between algorithms we still need an instrument to detect the

algorithms which have overall dominating or dominated performance among all algorithms.

We propose to count the number of pairs in which a specific algorithm appears to be

dominating or dominated.

For visualization purposes we propose to consider algorithms as nodes of a network with

directed edges and use methods of network visualization. More specifically, we represent a

pair of algorithms as two nodes of a network connected by an edge directed from the

dominating algorithm to the dominated one in the pair. The width of an edge is set

proportional to the difference in the performance metric. The size of a node is set

proportional to the number of edges connected to the node, both incoming and outgoing.

Nodes are colored red, pink and grey. Red color is assigned for nodes with only outgoing

edges, they are purely dominating algorithms. Grey color is assigned for nodes with only

incoming edges, they are purely dominated algorithms. Pink color is assigned for nodes

which have both incoming and outgoing edges.  
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4. Results

4.1. Testing Classifiers

Friedman’s test shows that there are significant differences in the classifiers’ performance;

see  Appendix. Application of post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95–confidence level shows

that the SVM classifier surpasses all other classifiers in imbalanced accuracy metric; see

Figure 7–8 and Appendix. Naive Bayes is the worst classifier which is outperformed by

KNN, Random Forest and XGboost. All other classifiers except of SVM and Naive Bayes

has not shown any difference in performance. 

4.2. Testing Sampling Algorithms

Friedman’s test shows that there are significant differences in sampling algorithms

performance; see Appendix. Application of post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence

level has shown that several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others, namely

Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed), DBSCAN Oversampling with

FDO (proposed), Class Adjusted Jittering (proposed), DBSCAN Oversampling with

RALCO (proposed), ADASYN, Random Oversampling, Random Undersampling, SMOTE,

DBSCAN Undersampling (proposed), Borderline-SMOTE, Cluster Based Oversampling;

see Figures 9–10 and Appendix. 

Several algorithms are substantially worse than others in performance, namely

NearMiss-1 Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling, Cluster Based Undersampling, and

their performance is not much better than classification on initial unbalanced data sets. One-

Sided Undersampling Modified (proposed) and DBSCAN Oversampling with CRO

(proposed) are also in the group of dominated algorithms. 

A majority of dominating algorithms are oversampling algorithms, only two

undersampling algorithms are in this group: Random Undersampling and our new DBSCAN

Undersampling. A majority of dominated sampling algorithms are undersampling

algorithms. 
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Figure 7: Boxplot of comparative performance 

of classifiers on all sampled and initial datasets.

Figure 8: Network of comparative performance 

of classifiers on all sampled and initial datasets.
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Figure 9: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
on all classifiers and initial datasets.

Figure 10: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
on all classifiers and initial datasets.
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A surprising result is that both base-line methods like Random Undersampling and

Random Oversampling appeared among dominating algorithms and their performance is

better than the performance of well-known algorithms like Borderline-SMOTE, Cluster

Based Undersampling and One-Sided Undersampling. 

Concerning our proposed DBSCAN Oversampling algorithms we can conclude that 

sampling with FDO and RALCO is substantially better that sampling with CRO.

Our proposed modification of One-Sided Undersampling algorithm with medoid start

and Border links improves performance of the standard algorithm. Finally, our proposed

Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling algorithm brings a great improvement in

performance and pushes it to be the best among the compared algorithms. 

4.3. Testing Classifiers and Sampling Algorithms Combinations

We will now test combinations of classifiers and sampling algorithms on all initial data sets

to detect if some combinations are dominating or dominated in general. Friedman’s test

shows that there are significant differences in sampling algorithms performance overall;

see Appendix. 

An application of post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level shows that several

combinations are substantially better than others, namely SVM in combination with Class

Adjusted Jittering (proposed), Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed),

Random Oversampling, Cluster Based Oversampling, DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO

(proposed), Random Undersampling, DBSCAN Undersampling (proposed). Random Forest

is also substantially better in combination with Random Undersampling and DBSCAN

Oversampling with FDO (proposed); see Figures 11–12 and Appendix. 

Among dominating combinations there are twice as many combinations with

oversampling algorithms than combinations with undersampling algorithms.  

Some combinations are substantially worse than others, namely combinations of all

classifiers with initial data sets without sampling and combinations of all classifiers except

of XGboost with NearMiss-1 Undersampling and One-Sided Undersampling. Some

combinations are dominated for specific classifiers, like Classification Trees with One-Sided

Undersampling Modified (proposed) and Cluster Based Undersampling, and Naive Bayes in

pair with DBSCAN Oversampling with CRO (proposed). 
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Sampling with dominating algorithms improves the performance of classification,

however, dominated sampling algorithms cannot outperform classification on initial data sets

without sampling. Among dominated combinations there is a majority of undersampling

algorithms and initial data sets in comparison with oversampling algorithms.

Figure 11: Boxplot of comparative performance of combinations 
classifier and sampling algorithm on all initial data sets.
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Figure 12: Network of comparative performance of 
combinations classifier and sampling algorithm on all initial data sets.
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4.4. Testing Sampling Algorithms Within Classifiers

Testing sampling algorithms with a specific classifier and initial data sets had a goal to

detect if some sampling algorithms are dominating or dominated for this classifier. For all

specific classifiers Friedman’s test shows that there are significant differences in the

sampling algorithms performance; see Appendix. 

For Classification Trees post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level shows that

several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others, namely Hierarchical Cluster

Based Oversampling (proposed), DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO (proposed), Class

Adjusted Jittering (proposed), Random Oversampling and SMOTE; see Figures 13–14 and

Appendix. So all dominating sampling algorithms belong to the oversampling type.

There are some sampling algorithms which perform worse than others for Classification

Trees, namely Cluster Based Undersampling, NearMiss-1 Undersampling, One-Sided

Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling Modified (proposed). So all dominated sampling

algorithms belong to an undersampling type. The performance of all dominated algorithms

except for the last one is not better than using initial data set without sampling.    

For Naive Bayes post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level shows that several

sampling algorithms are susaabstantially better than others, namely: DBSCAN

Oversampling with FDO (proposed), Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed),

SMOTE; see Figures 15–16 and Appendix. All dominating sampling algorithms belong to

the oversampling type.

There are some sampling algorithms which perform worse than others for Naive Bayes,

namely NearMiss-1 Undersampling, Cluster Based Undersampling, DBSCAN

Oversampling with CRO (proposed). A majority of dominated sampling algorithms belong

to the undersampling type. The performance of all dominated algorithms is not better than

using initial data set without sampling.   

For Random Forest post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level shows that

several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others, namely Random

Undersampling, Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed), DBSCAN

Oversampling with FDO (proposed), Class Adjusted Jittering (proposed), ADASYN,

Borderline-SMOTE, DBSCAN Oversampling with RALCO (proposed), DBSCAN

Undersampling (proposed), SMOTE; see Figures 17–18 and Appendix. A majority of
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dominating sampling algorithms belongs to the oversampling type and only two dominating

algorithms belong to the undersampling type. It is an interesting result that base-line

Random Undersampling outperformed all other sampling algorithms. There are some

sampling algorithms which perform worse than others for Random Forest, namely One-

Sided Undersampling, NearMiss-1 Undersampling, Random Oversampling.    

For Neural Network post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level shows that

several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others, namely Hierarchical Cluster

Based Oversampling (proposed), Class Adjusted Jittering (proposed), DBSCAN

Oversampling with RALCO (proposed), Random Undersampling; see Figures 19–20 and

Appendix. All dominating sampling algorithms belong to the oversampling type. It is

interesting that for Neural Network, DBSCAN Oversampling with RALCO outperformed

DBSCAN with FDO. Also, a base-line Random Undersampling outperformed DBSCAN

Oversampling with FDO (proposed) and SMOTE algorithms. There are some sampling

algorithms which perform worse than others for the Neural Network, namely Cluster Based

Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling and NearMiss-1 Undersampling. All dominated

algorithms belong to an undersampling type.   

For k-Nearest Neighbors post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level shows

that several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others, namely Hierarchical

Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed), Random Undersampling, DBSCAN Oversampling

with RALCO (proposed), DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO (proposed), Class Adjusted

Jittering (proposed), SMOTE, ADASYN, Random Oversampling; see Figures 21–22 and

Appendix. A majority of dominating sampling algorithms belong to the oversampling type,

and only two belong to the undersampling type. 

It is interesting that for k-Nearest Neighbors a base-line Random Undersampling

outperformed other sampling algorithms. 

There are some sampling algorithms which perform worse than others for k-Nearest

Neighbors, namely One-Sided Undersampling, NearMiss-1 Undersampling and One-Sided

Undersampling Modified (proposed). One-Sided Undersampling is not better than initial

data set without the sampling. 

All dominated algorithms belong to the undersampling type.   
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For Support Vector Machines post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level

shows that several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others, namely

Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed), Class Adjusted Jittering (proposed),

Random Oversampling, Cluster Based Oversampling, DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO

(proposed), Random Undersampling, SMOTE, ADASYN, DBSCAN Oversampling with

RALCO (proposed), DBSCAN Undersampling (proposed); see Figures 23–24 and

Appendix. A majority of dominating sampling algorithms belong to the oversampling type,

and only two belong to the undersampling type. 

It is interesting that for SVM a base-line Random Oversampling outperformed other

sampling algorithms. There are some sampling algorithms which perform worse than others

for SVM, namely NearMiss-1 Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling, DBSCAN

Oversampling with CRO (proposed), Cluster Based Undersampling and One-Sided

Undersampling Modified (proposed). A majority of dominated algorithms belong to the

undersampling type.   

For Extreme Gradient Boosting post hoc Nemenyi’s test with 0.95-confidence level

shows that several sampling algorithms are substantially better than others for XGboost,

namely Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed), ADASYN, DBSCAN

Oversampling with FDO (proposed), Random Undersampling; see Figures 25–26 and

Appendix. A majority of dominating sampling algorithms belong to the oversampling type,

and only one belongs to the undersampling type. 

Only NearMiss-1 Undersampling belongs to a group of dominated sampling algorithms.
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Figure 13: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Classification Trees on all initial data sets.

Figure 14: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Classification Trees on all initial data sets.
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Figure 15: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Naive Bayes on all initial data sets.

Figure 16: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Naive Bayes on all initial data sets.
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Figure 17: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Random Forest on all initial data sets.

Figure 18: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Random Forest on all initial data sets.
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Figure 19: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Neural Network on all initial data sets.

Figure 20: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Neural Network on all initial data sets.
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Figure 21: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for k-Nearest Neighbors classifier on all initial data sets.

Figure 22: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for k-Nearest Neighbors classifier on all initial data sets.
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Figure 23: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Support Vector Machines on all initial data sets.

Figure 24: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Support Vector Machines on all initial data sets.
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Figure 25: Boxplot of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Extreme Gradient Boosting on all initial data sets.

Figure 26: Network of comparative performance of sampling algorithms 
for Extreme Gradient Boosting on all initial data sets.
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4.5. Testing Conclusions

After testing sampling algorithms and classifiers we can make several conclusions:

1. Different classifiers are not equally sensitive to sampling algorithms (sensitivity

means that the performance of the classifier changes for different sampling

algorithms). We can estimate the sensitivity of the classifier by counting the number

of pairs which have passed Nemenyi’s test. There are several classifiers with high

sensitivity to sampling algorithms like SVM, Random Forest, k-Nearest Neighbors,

Classification Trees. But classifiers like XGboost, Naive Bayes and Neural Network

are not very sensitive to sampling methods.

2. The sampling algorithms have different performance within specific classifiers. There

are several sampling algorithms which perform better than others for many

classifiers: Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling (proposed), DBSCAN

Oversampling with FDO (proposed), Class Adjusted Jittering (proposed), Random

Oversampling. Several sampling algorithms perform worse than others for many

classifiers, like NearMiss-1 Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling, Cluster

Based Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling Modified (proposed), DBSCAN

Oversampling with CRO (proposed).

3. Oversampling algorithms perform better than undersampling algorithms in general. 

4. For some classifiers base-line sampling methods like Random Oversampling and

Random Undersampling outperform many other sampling algorithms. We can recom-

mend them as a starting point for practical applications.

5. Our proposed sampling algorithms Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling,

DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO and Class Adjusted Jittering perform much better

than other algorithms. We can recommend them for a further perfor-

mance improvement.

6. In our testing framework we can detect pairs of algorithms which are significantly

different in performance. This means that all other algorithms which were not

detected have no statistical difference in performance. For the learning process it has

important consequences: a choice of classifier and sampling algorithm combination

may have three possible outcomes: 1) a few good combinations of classifiers and

sampling algorithms may boost the classification performance, 2) a few bad
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combinations may spoil the performance and make it even worse than learning with

raw data without sampling, 3) a majority of the combinations are not statistically

different in performance and will not bring substantial changes.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Performance Metric

The problem of the absence of objective metric for evaluation and comparing performance

of classification algorithms has been widely discussed in literature both for balanced and

imbalanced learning [30, 31, 33]. There are many metrics suitable for balanced learning with

some limitations but most of them become inefficient in an imbalanced learning

setting [30, 31], which has motivated us to develop a new metric, imbalanced accuracy.

Our requirements on the metric were dictated by several practical needs: 1) the ability of

running tests and comparing algorithms automatically, 2) an easy generalization to the multi-

class case, 3) to assess the performance of algorithm mostly by performance on the minor

class, which is often misclassified in case of highly imbalanced data.

Most of the existing metrics do not meet these requirements. Simple metrics like overall

accuracy, error rate, precision, recall, sensitivity and specificity are not suitable for

imbalanced learning in the multi-class case since they tend to focus entirely on the major

class and ignore the misclassification of the often practically important minor class. We have

found the same drawback to a lesser extent in more sophisticated metrics like the geometric

mean [36] and the F-measure. Also, using AUC for comparing classifiers on imbalanced data

has been criticized in the literature [28].

Agreement statistics like Bennett’s S-coefficient [4], Scott’s π [53] and Cohen’s

kappa [11] were not an option because of reported inefficiency in case of highly imbalanced

classes [33]. Graphical performance measures like ROC curves, Lift curves, Precision-

Recall curves and Cost curves were also not under consideration because of high

computational expenses, lack of clear interpretation and difficulties in using graphical output

in automatic testing. 

Several ways of combining different metrics into a classification performance measure

have been proposed in the literature: a) linear combination of different metrics [6, 1, 40], b)

linear combination of metrics showing advantages divided by linear combination of metrics

showing disadvantages [49, 50], c) product of distances between observed and ideal values
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of metrics [56]. Our method of combining metrics into a point in Euclidian space is a

flexible generalized approach. 

5.2. Testing Framework

In the testing framework we used default settings for the classification algorithms for all data

sets. An alternative approach is to select parameters of each classifier for each data set by

optimizing predictive performance using cross-validation [33]. We intentionally did not use

this approach because optimized parameters of learning algorithm create different classifiers

for each data set and they become non-comparable.

Data preprocessing included PCA transformation, and Principal Components (PC) were

used as predictors for all data sets. This means that our results are relevant for classification

with PC as predictors but might be different in the case of using raw data.

We used small data sets for testing because of computational constraints. Also we used

3-fold cross-validation with non-stratified sampling for splitting folds. This approach creates

some problems in testing. Firstly, the folds become additionally imbalanced because of

sampling, and imbalance level of folds may differ from the imbalance level of the initial data

set. Secondly, 3-folds cross-validation metric estimates are more biased than 10-folds cross-

validation estimates in the case of comparing oversampling and undersampling algorithms.  

Non-stratified sampling for splitting folds in cross-validation has created additional

problems for sampling methods which use hierarchical clustering like CBO, HCBO and

Cluster Based Undersampling for data sets with a small number of instances in minor

classes. We solved this problem by running balancing samplers with different seeds and

putting a cluster size parameter as 1/10 of initial data set size, however, it has that led to

deterioration of the advantage of hierarchical clustering in these methods.

We have chosen classification algorithms that work for both binary and multi-class

cases. Our goal was to get general results independently of a number of classes in the target

variable. However, it is possible to test separately binary and multi-class data sets with

different sets of applicable classifiers. The last approach requires more data sets than

used here. 

We used the nonparametric Friedman’s test and post hoc Nemenyi’s test because they

are not dependent on data distribution and this approach is recommended in the literature for
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comparing multiple classifiers on multiple domains [33, 14]. However, we also checked

nonparametric pairwise Mann-Whitney’s test and parametric one-way ANOVA and

repeated-measures ANOVA with following post hoc pairwise Tukey’s test. We can conclude

that the choice of statistical tests may change results substantially, so selecting appropriate

tests is important in the testing framework.

Testing classifiers on all sampled and initial data sets can be justified by the fact that

sampling algorithms create new data sets on which classifiers are tested. Basically, we have

enlarged the number of data sets with sampling and tested classifiers performance on a

greater number of different data sets.  

Testing sampling algorithms on all classifiers and initial data sets was not so well

designed. For testing we used the observed performance of classifiers but not the

performance of sampling algorithms (the last is not possible to observe). Results of this kind

might be questionable, however, for each sampling algorithm we had 98 performance

observations in testing, it was much greater than in other tests. 

Testing combinations of classifier and sampling algorithm on all initial data sets was

well designed however the number of used initial data sets was 14 and should be increased

in future work.

Testing sampling algorithms with specific classifiers and initial data sets had better

design than testing sampling algorithms on all classifiers because here we had the same

classifier with the same parameters for testing sampling algorithms. We were still testing the

observed performance of the classifier and not the performance of sampling algorithms, but

since the classifier was the same, we got more reliable results. However, the number of

initial data sets was not big and should be increased in future work.

In post hoc Nemenyi’s test we used p-values less than 0.05 to declare a test results

significant. We also checked p-values less than 0.01 and observed that many significant

results with 0.95 confidence level became non-significant on the 0.99 level. 

5.3. Results of Testing

Strictly speaking, our testing results are not comparable with the testing results of other

researchers since we used a different performance metric. However, we can compare our

conclusions with the conclusions in literature.
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Results of testing classifiers might be questionable because of default values of

parameters of classifiers. Results may show performance of classifiers with default

parameters in R-packages but not the best possible performance of tested classifiers.

For Random Forest we used a small number of trees (50) without proximity matrix

evaluation because of computational constraints. These settings made the Random Forest

classifier less efficient.

In testing performance of sampling algorithms, the result that a majority of dominated

sampling algorithms are undersampling algorithms may be biased because of testing on

small data sets with cross-validation. 

There is another issue with imbalanced number of undersampling and oversampling

algorithms for testing. We used six undersampling and 10 oversampling algorithms, but

three of the undersampling algorithms had poor multi-class generalization (One-Sided

Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling Modified, NearMiss Undersampling). So, the

result that oversampling algorithms perform better may be caused by a lack of good

undersampling algorithms in testing. Actually, for the multi-class problem we have only two

good algorithms, Random Undersampling and DBSCAN Undersampling. Also, there is an

issue with imbalanced number of four binary and 10 multi-class data sets. Multi-class data

sets create a majority, so running undersampling algorithms with a poor multi-class

generalization may bias the results of the testing and conclusions.

The poor tested performance of well-known algorithms like NearMiss Undersampling,

Borderline-SMOTE, Cluster Based Undersampling and One-Sided Undersampling may

perhaps be explained by poor multi-class generalization of the binary sampling algorithms

due to their intrinsic constraints. This hypothesis could be checked by testing these

algorithms on binary data sets in future work.

The results of testing of combinations of classifiers and sampling algorithms might be

limited by the relatively small number of initial data sets. SVM outperformed Random

Forest but this can be caused by the use of default parameter settings in Random Forest.

Improving reliability of testing results is possible by changing parameters of algorithms,

adding more data sets, adding data sets of medium and large size, and separate testing for

binary and multi-class data sets in future work.  
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Our conclusions that classifiers are not equally sensitive to sampling algorithms and that

sampling algorithms perform differently in combination with different classifiers have

confirmation in the literature [31]. 

The conclusion that oversampling algorithms perform better than undersampling

algorithms is not confirmed in literature, and there is no accepted opinion about

this question. 

The conclusion that simple sampling methods like Random Oversampling and Random

Undersampling outperform many other sampling algorithms is surprising because it

contradicts the accepted opinion that sophisticated sampling methods perform better than

base-line methods. 

The conclusion that a few good combinations of sampling methods and classification

algorithms may boost classification performance has confirmation in literature [30, 31]. The

conclusion that a few bad combinations may spoil the performance, and the conclusion that a

majority of combinations of classifiers and sampling algorithms are not significantly

different in performance are surprising and not accepted in literature. 

Our contrasting results may be explained by our new performance metric, but also by

other factors like small data set sizes and poor generalization of binary algorithms to the

multi-class case. One way to find out if the difference is driven by performance metric

would be to repeat the exercise using traditional metrics in future work. 
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6. Conclusions

In this thesis we have implemented several sampling methods for Statistical Learning with

imbalanced data and tested their performance with a new metric, imbalanced accuracy. We

have also proposed new sampling algorithms and evaluated their performance.

The following list of well-known sampling methods have been implemented and

compared: Random Undersampling, Tomek links, Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule, One-

Sided Undersampling, NearMiss Undersampling, Cluster Based Undersampling, Random

Oversampling, SMOTE, Borderline-SMOTE, ADASYN, Cluster Based Oversampling.

Several modifications and new algorithms were proposed for intelligent sampling:

Border links, Clean Border Undersampling, One-Sided Undersampling Modified, DBSCAN

Undersampling, Class Adjusted Jittering, Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling,

DBSCAN Oversampling (with FDO, RALCO, and CRO).

We have dealt with the task of supervised learning in classification problems and used

several classification algorithms for testing: Naive Bayes, Classification Trees, Neural

Network, Random Forest, SVM, k-Nearest Neighbors, Extreme Gradient Boosting. 

We have also formulated a set of requirements on a satisfactory performance metric for

imbalanced learning and developed a new imbalanced accuracy metric accordingly. The new

metric is based on a combination of worst class accuracy and geometric mean. 

For testing we have built a testing framework which helps to assess learning methods

objectively in a statistically rigorous way. In the testing framework we have used

nonparametric Friedman's test and post hoc Nemenyi’s test to the performance of classifiers,

sampling algorithms, combinations of classifiers and sampling algorithms, and sampling

algorithms within specific classifiers on several benchmark data sets. We have developed a

new approach of detecting algorithms with dominating and dominated performance and new

way of visualizing the results as a network.

We have made several main conclusions:

1. Different classifiers are not equally sensitive to sampling algorithms (sensitivity

means that the performance of a classifier changes for different sampling algorithms).

There are several classifiers with high sensitivity to sampling algorithms like SVM,

Random Forest, k-Nearest Neighbors, Classification Trees. But classifiers like
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XGboost, Naive Bayes and Neural Network are not much sensitive to the choice of

sampling methods.

2. Sampling algorithms have different performance within specific classifiers. There are

several sampling algorithms which perform better than others for many classifiers:

Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling, DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO, Class

Adjusted Jittering, Random Oversampling. 

3. Oversampling algorithms perform better than undersampling algorithms in general.

This result may be caused by small size data sets.

4. For some classifiers simple sampling methods like Random Oversampling and

Random Undersampling outperform many other sampling algorithms. We can

recommend them as a starting point for practical applications.

5. Our proposed sampling algorithms Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling,

DBSCAN Oversampling with FDO and Class Adjusted Jittering perform much better

than other algorithms. We can recommend them for further performance

improvement.

6. A choice of a classifier and sampling algorithm combination may have three possible

outcomes: 1) a few good combinations may boost classification performance,

2) a few bad combinations may spoil the performance and make it even worse than

learning with raw data without sampling, 3) majority of combinations are not

statistically different in performance and will not bring substantial changes.

Although we have made substantial progress in study of Statistical Learning with

imbalanced data, there are several tasks which can be designated for future work: 

1. Testing methods separately for binary and multi-class cases with greater number of

data sets, including data sets of medium and large size.

2. Developing new sampling algorithms, especially of the undersampling type.

3. Developing and implementing methods of cost-sensitive learning and testing them in

our framework with a new imbalanced accuracy metric.

4. Developing and implementing methods of ensemble learning with imbalanced data

based on our proposed sampling methods and testing them in our framework with

proposed metric.
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8. Appendix

Figure A1: Clean Border Undersampling on a synthetic data set. 
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Deleted points are black.

Figure A2: Neighborhood Cleaning Rule on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Deleted points are black.
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Figure A3: Random Undersampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, black, red.

Figure A4: One-Sided Undersampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are green, black, orange.
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Figure A5: NearMiss Undersampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are green, black, orange.
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Figure A6: Cluster Based Undersampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, black, red.
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Figure A7: DBSCAN Undersampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, black, red.
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Figure A8: Random Oversampling and Class Adjusted Jittering on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, grey, red.
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Figure A9: SMOTE with different number of the nearest neighbors on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, grey, red.

Figure A10: Borderline-SMOTE with different number of the nearest neighbors on a synthetic
data set. Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, grey, red.
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Figure A11: ADASYN with different number of the nearest neighbors on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, grey, red.

Figure A12: Cluster Based Oversampling with Random and SMOTE methods of points’
generation on a synthetic data set. Initial points are green, grey, orange. 

Sampled points are blue, grey, red.
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Figure A13: Hierarchical Cluster Based Oversampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, grey, red.
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Figure A14: DBSCAN Oversampling on a synthetic data set.
Initial points are green, grey, orange. Sampled points are blue, grey, red.
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Testing pairs: classifiers

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 79.47, df = 6, p-value = 4.598e-15

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

      CTree   kNN     NB      NN      RF      SVM    

kNN   0.84498 -       -       -       -       -      

NB    0.36498 0.01220 -       -       -       -      

NN    0.99561 0.99376 0.09426 -       -       -      

RF    0.56011 0.99923 0.00217 0.91386 -       -      

SVM   7.1e-09 1.4e-05 7.4e-14 3.5e-07 0.00014 -      

XGbst 0.45268 0.99600 0.00114 0.84998 1.00000 0.00029

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  SVM    6

  kNN    1

   RF    1

XGbst    1

Frequency of dominated:

   NB    4

CTree    1

  kNN    1

   NN    1

   RF    1

XGbst    1

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 

kNN, RF, Xgbst
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Testing pairs: sampling algorithms

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 468.1, df = 16, p-value < 2.2e-16

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   0.99901    -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    0.99953    1.00000  -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.00013    0.02216  0.01717 -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 0.04258    0.64525  0.59137 0.99453   -          -         

dbscan.fdo 0.20132    0.00375  0.00502 7.8e-13   1.3e-08    -         

dbscan.rlc 1.00000    0.91917  0.94137 4.1e-06   0.00387    0.63993   

dbscan.und 1.00000    1.00000  1.00000 0.00138   0.18156    0.04887   

hcbo.ovr   0.00579    2.0e-05  3.0e-05 1.2e-13   5.6e-12    0.99969   

init       2.0e-13    1.8e-10  1.1e-10 0.06113   0.00022    3.0e-14   

jitter.ovr 0.57502    0.03130  0.03970 4.0e-11   4.5e-07    1.00000   

near.und   1.2e-10    3.7e-07  2.4e-07 0.69226   0.02771    1.8e-13   

ones.und.m 0.00073    0.07272  0.05849 1.00000   0.99986    9.0e-12   

ones.und.s 6.0e-11    2.0e-07  1.3e-07 0.61847   0.01953    1.5e-13   

rand.ovr   1.00000    0.92865  0.94890 4.8e-06   0.00434    0.61847   

rand.und   0.99995    0.76998  0.81344 7.3e-07   0.00107    0.83728   

smote.ovr  0.99159    0.39870  0.45049 3.2e-08   9.6e-05    0.98552   

           

dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init    jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.und 0.99941    -          -        -       -          -       

hcbo.ovr   0.05849    0.00066    -        -       -          -       

init       1.2e-13    1.0e-12    < 2e-16  -       -          -       

jitter.ovr 0.94332    0.22991    0.96852  1.6e-13 -          -       

near.und   1.0e-12    4.2e-09    4.2e-14  0.99941 1.4e-13    -       

ones.und.m 3.0e-05    0.00631    1.5e-13  0.01808 5.4e-10    0.41915 

ones.und.s 6.7e-13    2.2e-09    2.3e-14  0.99981 1.2e-13    1.00000 

rand.ovr   1.00000    0.99957    0.05350  1.2e-13 0.93523    1.3e-12 

rand.und   1.00000    0.99159    0.13832  1.9e-13 0.99019    3.0e-13 

smote.ovr  1.00000    0.87625    0.41915  1.9e-13 0.99994    1.5e-13 
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ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 0.34950    -          -        -       

rand.ovr   3.5e-05    7.8e-13    -        -       

rand.und   5.9e-06    2.4e-13    1.00000  -       

smote.ovr  3.1e-07    1.4e-13    0.99999  1.00000 

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  hcbo.ovr   10

dbscan.fdo    9

jitter.ovr    8

adasyn.ovr    6

dbscan.rlc    6

  rand.ovr    6

  rand.und    6

 smote.ovr    6

dbscan.und    5

  bord.ovr    4

   cbo.ovr    4

dbscan.cro    3

ones.und.m    1

Frequency of dominated:

      init   13

  near.und   12

ones.und.s   12

 clust.und   11

ones.und.m    9

dbscan.cro    8

  bord.ovr    3

   cbo.ovr    3

dbscan.und    2

adasyn.ovr    1
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Intersect of dominating and dominated: 

adasyn.ovr, dbscan.und, bord.ovr, cbo.ovr, dbscan.cro, ones.und.m

Testing pairs: classifiers and sampling algorithms

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 509.37, df = 118, p-value < 2.2e-16

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

SVM.jitter.ovr   38

  SVM.hcbo.ovr   29

  SVM.rand.ovr   29

   SVM.cbo.ovr   23

   RF.rand.und   20

SVM.dbscan.fdo   20

  SVM.rand.und   14

 RF.dbscan.fdo    7

SVM.dbscan.und    7

 SVM.smote.ovr    2

XGbst.rand.und    2

   RF.hcbo.ovr    1

SVM.dbscan.rlc    1

Frequency of dominated:

        SVM.init   13

    SVM.near.und   11

        kNN.init    9

    kNN.near.und    9

  kNN.ones.und.s    9

     NB.near.und    9

         NN.init    9

CTree.ones.und.m    7

   NB.dbscan.cro    7

         NB.init    7

   NB.ones.und.s    7

         RF.init    7

   RF.ones.und.s    7

  SVM.ones.und.s    7

 CTree.clust.und    6

      CTree.init    6

  CTree.near.und    6
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CTree.ones.und.s    6

   NN.ones.und.s    6

      XGbst.init    6

  kNN.ones.und.m    4

   NB.ones.und.m    4

     RF.near.und    4

      NB.cbo.ovr    3

    NB.clust.und    3

    NN.clust.und    3

     NN.near.und    3

   NN.ones.und.m    3

  XGbst.near.und    3

CTree.dbscan.und    1

   kNN.clust.und    1

     NB.bord.ovr    1

     NB.rand.und    1

     RF.rand.ovr    1

  SVM.ones.und.m    1

 XGbst.clust.und    1

XGbst.ones.und.s    1

  XGbst.rand.ovr    1

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within CTree

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 84.384, df = 16, p-value = 2.673e-11

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   1.0000     -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    1.0000     1.0000   -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.1625     0.2981   0.2139  -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 0.9143     0.9775   0.9488  0.9990    -          -         

dbscan.fdo 1.0000     0.9997   1.0000  0.0117    0.3721     -         

dbscan.rlc 1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  0.4533    0.9953     0.9971    

dbscan.und 0.9209     0.9799   0.9534  0.9988    1.0000     0.3852    

hcbo.ovr   1.0000     0.9993   0.9999  0.0088    0.3218     1.0000    

init       0.0664     0.1404   0.0928  1.0000    0.9860     0.0033    

jitter.ovr 1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  0.0387    0.6254     1.0000    

near.und   0.0928     0.1869   0.1270  1.0000    0.9937     0.0052    

ones.und.m 0.2538     0.4256   0.3218  1.0000    0.9999     0.0232    

ones.und.s 0.0703     0.1475   0.0979  1.0000    0.9877     0.0035    

rand.ovr   1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  0.0342    0.5968     1.0000    

rand.und   0.9209     0.9799   0.9534  0.9988    1.0000     0.3852    

smote.ovr  1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  0.0438    0.6536     1.0000    

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init   jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -      -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -      -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.und 0.9960     -          -        -      -          -       

hcbo.ovr   0.9946     0.3340     -        -      -          -       

init       0.2434     0.9842     0.0024   -      -          -       

jitter.ovr 0.9999     0.6395     1.0000   0.0125 -          -       

near.und   0.3098     0.9928     0.0038   1.0000 0.0190     -       

ones.und.m 0.5968     0.9999     0.0177   1.0000 0.0703     1.0000  

ones.und.s 0.2538     0.9860     0.0026   1.0000 0.0134     1.0000  

rand.ovr   0.9999     0.6111     1.0000   0.0109 1.0000     0.0165  

rand.und   0.9960     1.0000     0.3340   0.9842 0.6395     0.9928  

smote.ovr  1.0000     0.6675     1.0000   0.0144 1.0000     0.0217  
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           ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 1.0000     -          -        -       

rand.ovr   0.0627     0.0117     -        -       

rand.und   0.9999     0.9860     0.6111   -       

smote.ovr  0.0787     0.0154     1.0000   0.6675  

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

dbscan.fdo    5

  hcbo.ovr    5

jitter.ovr    4

  rand.ovr    4

 smote.ovr    4

Frequency of dominated:

 clust.und    5

      init    5

  near.und    5

ones.und.s    5

ones.und.m    2

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within NB

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 52.552, df = 16, p-value = 8.92e-06

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   1.0000     -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    1.0000     1.0000   -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.9966     1.0000   1.0000  -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 0.9892     1.0000   1.0000  1.0000    -          -         

dbscan.fdo 0.7083     0.2235   0.2047  0.0364    0.0217     -         

dbscan.rlc 0.9994     0.9209   0.9073  0.5246    0.4119     0.9997    

dbscan.und 1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  0.9995    0.9979     0.5535    

hcbo.ovr   0.9387     0.5246   0.4958  0.1404    0.0928     1.0000    

init       0.9960     1.0000   1.0000  1.0000    1.0000     0.0342    

jitter.ovr 1.0000     0.9917   0.9892  0.8065    0.7083     0.9892    

near.und   0.9143     0.9993   0.9995  1.0000    1.0000     0.0052    

ones.und.m 1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  1.0000    1.0000     0.2235    

ones.und.s 0.9998     1.0000   1.0000  1.0000    1.0000     0.0879    

rand.ovr   0.9999     0.9534   0.9439  0.6111    0.4958     0.9990    

rand.und   1.0000     1.0000   1.0000  0.9999    0.9993     0.4674    

smote.ovr  0.9272     0.4958   0.4674  0.1270    0.0832     1.0000    

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init   jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -      -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -      -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -      -          -       

dbscan.und 0.9960     -          -        -      -          -       

hcbo.ovr   1.0000     0.8577     -        -      -          -       

init       0.5102     0.9994     0.1336   -      -          -       

jitter.ovr 1.0000     0.9999     0.9999   0.7952 -          -       

near.und   0.1869     0.9687     0.0282   1.0000 0.4256     -       

ones.und.m 0.9209     1.0000     0.5246   1.0000 0.9917     0.9993  

ones.und.s 0.7344     1.0000     0.2754   1.0000 0.9331     1.0000  

rand.ovr   1.0000     0.9985     1.0000   0.5968 1.0000     0.2434  

rand.und   0.9905     1.0000     0.7952   0.9999 0.9998     0.9842  

smote.ovr  1.0000     0.8383     1.0000   0.1207 0.9998     0.0248  
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           ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 1.0000     -          -        -       

rand.ovr   0.9534     0.8065     -        -       

rand.und   1.0000     1.0000     0.9960   -       

smote.ovr  0.4958     0.2538     1.0000   0.7717  

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

dbscan.fdo    4

  hcbo.ovr    1

 smote.ovr    1

Frequency of dominated:

  near.und    3

 clust.und    1

dbscan.cro    1

      init    1

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within RF

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 100.48, df = 16, p-value = 2.816e-14

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   1.00000    -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    0.99050    0.99050  -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.99981    0.99981  1.00000 -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 0.98415    0.98415  1.00000 1.00000   -          -         

dbscan.fdo 0.99460    0.99460  0.26450 0.55345   0.22349    -         

dbscan.rlc 1.00000    1.00000  0.98415 0.99954   0.97479    0.99710   

dbscan.und 1.00000    1.00000  0.92093 0.99279   0.89227    0.99988   

hcbo.ovr   0.98415    0.98415  0.18694 0.43937   0.15485    1.00000   

init       0.01167    0.01167  0.56791 0.27544   0.62537    1.9e-05   

jitter.ovr 1.00000    1.00000  0.87573 0.98415   0.83826    0.99998   

near.und   0.17035    0.17035  0.97990 0.85772   0.98765    0.00124   

ones.und.m 0.98915    0.98915  1.00000 1.00000   1.00000    0.25383   

ones.und.s 0.01896    0.01896  0.66751 0.35916   0.72144    3.9e-05   

rand.ovr   0.85772    0.85772  1.00000 0.99996   1.00000    0.06637   

rand.und   0.81740    0.81740  0.04121 0.14042   0.03207    1.00000   

smote.ovr  1.00000    1.00000  0.97479 0.99899   0.96163    0.99854   

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init    jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.und 1.00000    -          -        -       -          -       

hcbo.ovr   0.99050    0.99931    -        -       -          -       

init       0.00875    0.00258    8.5e-06  -       -          -       

jitter.ovr 1.00000    1.00000    0.99981  0.00159 -          -       

near.und   0.14042    0.05911    0.00063  0.99999 0.04121    -       

ones.und.m 0.98212    0.91431    0.17851  0.58235 0.86691    0.98212 

ones.und.s 0.01441    0.00446    1.7e-05  1.00000 0.00279    1.00000 

rand.ovr   0.81740    0.61110    0.04121  0.89998 0.52456    0.99981 

rand.und   0.85772    0.96163    1.00000  4.1e-07 0.97990    4.7e-05 

smote.ovr  1.00000    1.00000    0.99460  0.00652 1.00000    0.11466 
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           ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 0.68127    -          -        -       

rand.ovr   1.00000    0.94390    -        -       

rand.und   0.03874    8.9e-07    0.00605  -       

smote.ovr  0.97189    0.01087    0.77173  0.89227 

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  rand.und    7

  hcbo.ovr    4

dbscan.fdo    3

jitter.ovr    3

adasyn.ovr    2

  bord.ovr    2

dbscan.rlc    2

dbscan.und    2

 smote.ovr    2

Frequency of dominated:

      init    9

ones.und.s    9

  near.und    4

  rand.ovr    2

   cbo.ovr    1

dbscan.cro    1

ones.und.m    1

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within NN

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 76.626, df = 16, p-value = 6.71e-10

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   1.00000    -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    0.99981    0.99854  -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.95338    0.98415  0.30983 -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 1.00000    1.00000  1.00000 0.63954   -          -         

dbscan.fdo 0.96874    0.92093  1.00000 0.06637   0.99981    -         

dbscan.rlc 0.85772    0.74710  0.99996 0.02169   0.99460    1.00000   

dbscan.und 1.00000    1.00000  1.00000 0.63954   1.00000    0.99981   

hcbo.ovr   0.28664    0.18694  0.94390 0.00074   0.72144    0.99931   

init       0.75955    0.86691  0.10884 1.00000   0.32181    0.01544   

jitter.ovr 0.41192    0.28664  0.97990 0.00172   0.83826    0.99993   

near.und   0.99997    1.00000  0.86691 0.99999   0.98599    0.45331   

ones.und.m 1.00000    1.00000  0.96532 0.99963   0.99878    0.68127   

ones.und.s 0.98212    0.99535  0.42557 1.00000   0.75955    0.10884   

rand.ovr   0.63954    0.49581  0.99792 0.00605   0.95338    1.00000   

rand.und   0.99993    0.99931  1.00000 0.35916   1.00000    1.00000   

smote.ovr  0.99050    0.96874  1.00000 0.11466   0.99999    1.00000   

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init    jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.und 0.99460    -          -        -       -          -       

hcbo.ovr   0.99999    0.72144    -        -       -          -       

init       0.00413    0.32181    9.3e-05  -       -          -       

jitter.ovr 1.00000    0.83826    1.00000  0.00023 -          -       

near.und   0.23332    0.98599    0.02028  0.99854 0.03874    -       

ones.und.m 0.42557    0.99878    0.05573  0.98415 0.09789    1.00000 

ones.und.s 0.03874    0.75955    0.00159  1.00000 0.00354    1.00000 

rand.ovr   1.00000    0.95338    1.00000  0.00096 1.00000    0.09789 

rand.und   0.99988    1.00000    0.92093  0.13360 0.96874    0.89998 

smote.ovr  1.00000    0.99999    0.99601  0.03008 0.99931    0.59675 
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           ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 0.99996    -          -        -       

rand.ovr   0.21393    0.01167    -        -       

rand.und   0.97746    0.48155    0.99601  -       

smote.ovr  0.80646    0.17851    0.99999  1.00000 

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  hcbo.ovr    4

jitter.ovr    4

dbscan.rlc    3

  rand.ovr    3

dbscan.fdo    1

 smote.ovr    1

Frequency of dominated:

      init    6

 clust.und    4

ones.und.s    4

  near.und    2

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within kNN

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 86.834, df = 16, p-value = 9.541e-12

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   1.00000    -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    0.99988    1.00000  -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.89227    0.99854  0.99998 -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 1.00000    1.00000  1.00000 0.99854   -          -         

dbscan.fdo 1.00000    0.99998  0.99854 0.77173   0.99998    -         

dbscan.rlc 1.00000    0.99954  0.99050 0.61110   0.99954    1.00000   

dbscan.und 1.00000    0.99931  0.98765 0.58235   0.99931    1.00000   

hcbo.ovr   0.99999    0.98415  0.90733 0.30983   0.98415    1.00000   

init       0.01655    0.14042  0.30983 0.90733   0.14042    0.00702   

jitter.ovr 1.00000    0.99996  0.99792 0.74710   0.99996    1.00000   

near.und   0.07028    0.37205  0.62537 0.99171   0.37205    0.03417   

ones.und.m 0.26450    0.74710  0.92093 0.99996   0.74710    0.15485   

ones.und.s 0.01253    0.11466  0.26450 0.87573   0.11466    0.00520   

rand.ovr   1.00000    1.00000  0.99970 0.85772   1.00000    1.00000   

rand.und   1.00000    0.99460  0.95338 0.41192   0.99460    1.00000   

smote.ovr  1.00000    0.99976  0.99375 0.65359   0.99976    1.00000   

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init    jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.und 1.00000    -          -        -       -          -       

hcbo.ovr   1.00000    1.00000    -        -       -          -       

init       0.00279    0.00238    0.00044  -       -          -       

jitter.ovr 1.00000    1.00000    1.00000  0.00605 -          -       

near.und   0.01544    0.01344    0.00302  1.00000 0.03008    -       

ones.und.m 0.08315    0.07437    0.02169  0.99996 0.14042    1.00000 

ones.und.s 0.00203    0.00172    0.00031  1.00000 0.00446    1.00000 

rand.ovr   1.00000    1.00000    1.00000  0.01253 1.00000    0.05573 

rand.und   1.00000    1.00000    1.00000  0.00088 1.00000    0.00561 

smote.ovr  1.00000    1.00000    1.00000  0.00354 1.00000    0.01896 
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           ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 0.99988    -          -        -       

rand.ovr   0.22349    0.00941    -        -       

rand.und   0.03639    0.00063    1.00000  -       

smote.ovr  0.09789    0.00258    1.00000  1.00000 

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  hcbo.ovr    4

  rand.und    4

dbscan.fdo    3

dbscan.rlc    3

dbscan.und    3

jitter.ovr    3

 smote.ovr    3

adasyn.ovr    2

  rand.ovr    2

Frequency of dominated:

      init    9

ones.und.s    9

  near.und    7

ones.und.m    2

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within SVM

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 132.38, df = 16, p-value < 2.2e-16

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   1.00000    -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    0.99279    0.96874  -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.98415    0.99710  0.20466 -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 0.72144    0.85772  0.02821 1.00000   -          -         

dbscan.fdo 0.99460    0.97479  1.00000 0.22349   0.03207    -         

dbscan.rlc 1.00000    1.00000  0.99601 0.97479   0.66751    0.99710   

dbscan.und 1.00000    1.00000  0.99970 0.90733   0.46737    0.99981   

hcbo.ovr   0.81740    0.66751  1.00000 0.03207   0.00238    1.00000   

init       0.02318    0.04947  4.3e-05 0.75955   0.98915    5.2e-05   

jitter.ovr 0.38515    0.24344  0.99854 0.00327   0.00015    0.99792   

near.und   0.04947    0.09789  0.00014 0.88419   0.99825    0.00016   

ones.und.m 0.86691    0.94880  0.06265 1.00000   1.00000    0.07028   

ones.und.s 0.16246    0.27544  0.00096 0.98599   0.99999    0.00114   

rand.ovr   0.77173    0.61110  1.00000 0.02476   0.00172    1.00000   

rand.und   1.00000    0.99998  1.00000 0.72144   0.24344    1.00000   

smote.ovr  0.99996    0.99931  1.00000 0.52456   0.12704    1.00000   

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init    jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.und 1.00000    -          -        -       -          -       

hcbo.ovr   0.85772    0.95338    -        -       -          -       

init       0.01772    0.00652    1.2e-06  -       -          -       

jitter.ovr 0.43937    0.63954    1.00000  3.0e-08 -          -       

near.und   0.03874    0.01544    4.5e-06  1.00000 1.3e-07    -       

ones.und.m 0.82800    0.65359    0.00652  0.95338 0.00048    0.98765 

ones.und.s 0.13360    0.06265    4.3e-05  1.00000 1.5e-06    1.00000 

rand.ovr   0.81740    0.93310    1.00000  8.0e-07 1.00000    3.0e-06 

rand.und   1.00000    1.00000    0.99460  0.00159 0.85772    0.00413 

smote.ovr  0.99999    1.00000    0.99954  0.00048 0.95338    0.00134 
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          ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 0.99970    -          -        -       

rand.ovr   0.00482    2.9e-05    -        -       

rand.und   0.39845    0.02028    0.99050  -       

smote.ovr  0.23332    0.00756    0.99899  1.00000 

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  hcbo.ovr    6

jitter.ovr    6

  rand.ovr    6

   cbo.ovr    4

dbscan.fdo    4

  rand.und    3

 smote.ovr    3

adasyn.ovr    2

dbscan.rlc    2

dbscan.und    2

  bord.ovr    1

Frequency of dominated:

      init   11

  near.und   10

ones.und.s    7

dbscan.cro    5

 clust.und    3

ones.und.m    3

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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Testing pairs: sampling within XGboost

Friedman's rank sum test:

Friedman chi-squared = 57.732, df = 16, p-value = 1.256e-06

Pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi’s multiple comparison test, p-values:

           adasyn.ovr bord.ovr cbo.ovr clust.und dbscan.cro dbscan.fdo

bord.ovr   0.99954    -        -       -         -          -         

cbo.ovr    0.77173    0.99988  -       -         -          -         

clust.und  0.61110    0.99854  1.00000 -         -          -         

dbscan.cro 0.77173    0.99988  1.00000 1.00000   -          -         

dbscan.fdo 1.00000    0.99792  0.66751 0.49581   0.66751    -         

dbscan.rlc 0.98415    1.00000  1.00000 0.99999   1.00000    0.96163   

dbscan.und 0.99970    1.00000  0.99981 0.99792   0.99981    0.99854   

hcbo.ovr   1.00000    0.89227  0.22349 0.12704   0.22349    1.00000   

init       0.02028    0.42557  0.97746 0.99535   0.97746    0.01167   

jitter.ovr 0.99998    1.00000  0.99854 0.99050   0.99854    0.99981   

near.und   0.17035    0.89227  0.99998 1.00000   0.99998    0.11466   

ones.und.m 0.98415    1.00000  1.00000 0.99999   1.00000    0.96163   

ones.und.s 0.45331    0.99171  1.00000 1.00000   1.00000    0.34648   

rand.ovr   0.52456    0.99601  1.00000 1.00000   1.00000    0.41192   

rand.und   1.00000    0.99601  0.61110 0.43937   0.61110    1.00000   

smote.ovr  0.99460    1.00000  1.00000 0.99993   1.00000    0.98415   

           dbscan.rlc dbscan.und hcbo.ovr init    jitter.ovr near.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       -          -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       -          -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       -          -       

dbscan.und 1.00000    -          -        -       -          -       

hcbo.ovr   0.63954    0.90733    -        -       -          -       

init       0.73439    0.39845    0.00081  -       -          -       

jitter.ovr 1.00000    1.00000    0.96163  0.27544 -          -       

near.und   0.98765    0.87573    0.01441  1.00000 0.77173    -       

ones.und.m 1.00000    1.00000    0.63954  0.73439 1.00000    0.98765 

ones.und.s 0.99985    0.98915    0.07028  0.99931 0.96532    1.00000 

rand.ovr   0.99996    0.99460    0.09276  0.99825 0.97990    1.00000 

rand.und   0.94390    0.99710    1.00000  0.00875 0.99954    0.09276 

smote.ovr  1.00000    1.00000    0.74710  0.62537 1.00000    0.96874 
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           ones.und.m ones.und.s rand.ovr rand.und

bord.ovr   -          -          -        -       

cbo.ovr    -          -          -        -       

clust.und  -          -          -        -       

dbscan.cro -          -          -        -       

dbscan.fdo -          -          -        -       

dbscan.rlc -          -          -        -       

dbscan.und -          -          -        -       

hcbo.ovr   -          -          -        -       

init       -          -          -        -       

jitter.ovr -          -          -        -       

near.und   -          -          -        -       

ones.und.m -          -          -        -       

ones.und.s 0.99985    -          -        -       

rand.ovr   0.99996    1.00000    -        -       

rand.und   0.94390    0.29811    0.35916  -       

smote.ovr  1.00000    0.99917    0.99970  0.97479 

Significantly different pairs at level 0.95:

Frequency of dominating:

  hcbo.ovr    2

adasyn.ovr    1

dbscan.fdo    1

  rand.und    1

Frequency of dominated:

    init    4

near.und    1

Intersect of dominating and dominated: 0
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